Introduction
Flash Media are electronically programmable memory chips well known as storage media for digital cameras, camcorders, laptop computers, smart phones, tablet PCs, personal digital assistants, and MP3 players, as well as many other devices. Flash memory is now widely adopted in various consumer products because of its non-volatile, shockresistant, and low power consumption nature. The NAND flash memory chips are partitioned into blocks, where each block has a fixed number of pages, and each page has a fixed size. All pages on flash memory are initially considered "free." When a piece of data on a page is modified, the new version of the data must be written to a free page somewhere. Pages that store previous data versions are considered as "invalid," while pages that store the most recent data versions are considered as "valid." The status of pages such as "valid" or "free" are stored in its spare area, while the data is stored in the data space of the pages.
Background

System Crash during Flash Memory Initialization
Flash memory is non-volatile, shock resistant, and power-economic. Today's technology breakthroughs, focused on capacity, speed, and lightweight, flash memory storage systems are more affordable than ever. Flash memory is write-once, which means updates to existing data on a page are only possible if there was an erase operation. During flash-memory file system mounting, a common practice is to scan all spare areas of pages in a brute-force fashion over the flash memory to re-construct housekeeping data structures in the main memory. In this paper, we have proposed an idea for crash recovery for flash memory storage with respect to lab based file systems by creating a shadow paging technique. The proposed shadow paging method is to create the shadow of the current pages on which crashes may be faced suddenly. The shadow pages copy log records generated by the file systems (in addition to the writes/updates to file systems) in the main memory and merges/deletes them whenever necessary. While during initialization and crash recovery, the housekeeping data structure or view of a flashmemory file system can be properly and efficiently constructed based on the scanning of check regions. The aim is to provide crash recovery for the log based flash-memory file system, when either file system is properly unmounted or crashed.
Crash Failure Classifications
There are three types of Crash failures in flash memories.
Transaction Failure:
• Logical errors, transaction can't complete due to some internal errors
• System errors, flash memory system must terminate an active transaction due to an error condition such as deadlock
System Crashes:
• Power failure, hardware's, software's failure resulting flash memory crash
• Fail-End step, non-volatile storage contents are assumed being corrupted by system crash • Log-based file systems have numerous integrity checks to prohibited corruption of data
Disk Failure:
• A head crash or similar flash memory storage device failure destroys all or part of flash memory storage
•
Destruction is assumed to be detectable: flash memory use checksums to detect crash failures.
Shadow Paging
Shadow paging is a technique for providing atomicity with durability. Shadow paging is a technique pioneered in System R where changes are made to a copy of a page (block). When a crash occurs or when the original page is corrupted, the copy (shadow page) becomes the current page. Pages in context referred to units of physical storage. Shadow paging is a copy-on-write technique for avoiding in-place updates of pages. Whenever a page is to be modified, a shadow page is also allocated. As shadow page has no references, and it can be modified liberally without any concern for consistency constraints, etc. When the page is ready to become durable, all pages that referred to the original are updated and refer to the new replacement page. Because the page is "activated" only when it is ready and atomic, the idea is to store two page tables during the life of a transaction: the current page table and the shadow page table. When the transaction starts, both tables are identical. If the shadow is stored in volatile memory and a system crash occurs, then the shadow page table is copied to the current page table.
To Commit A Transaction:
• Flush all modified pages in flash memory to shadow pages.
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• Output current page table to shadow pages.
• Make the current page tables to the latest shadow page tables
• Keeping pointer on the shadow page table at a constant location on flash memory.
• Once pointer towards shadow page table has been written, then transaction will be committed.
• Pages un-pointed from latest shadow page table would be free (garbage collection).
Shadow Aging over Log Based Schemes
•
Requires no write-ahead logging 
Performance Evaluation
Shadow paging is a technique for providing atomicity and durability. Shadow paging is a technique pioneered in System R where changes are made to a copy of a page (block). When a crash occurs or when the original page is corrupted, the copy (shadow page) becomes the current page. A page in this context refers to a unit of physical storage. Shadow paging is a copy-on-write technique for avoiding in-place updates of pages. Instead, when a page is to be modified, a shadow page is allocated. Since the shadow page has no references, it can be modified liberally, without concern for consistency constraints, etc. When the page is ready to become durable, all pages that referred to the original are updated to refer to the new replacement.
We have implemented the technique of shadow paging working together with Garbage Collection Algorithm techniques with trace files. The trace files were implemented through the generation of a workload simulator.
Our shadow paging techniques show that the whenever a crash occurs on flash memory and during the crash over flash memory, data is corrupted, and then we can copy our original data, which used to reside on the shadow pages. This enables us to move our data to the free pages back from shadow pages. In this way, we can save important data absolutely and perfectly.
Wear-Leveling
We have also upgraded the Garbage Collection Algorithm Simulator by improving the flash memory device information, which enables it to perform much better than previous one-simulation algorithms. There are three garbage collection algorithms: CATA (CostAge-Time with Age-sort), GR (Greedy), and CB (Cost-Benefit), all of which are used here as wear leveling. Table 2 compares the previous wear leveling degree and Table 3 shows our improved results of wear leveling. Here, 'x/y' means that 'x%' of all access goes to the 'y%' of the data while (100-x) % goes to the remaining (100-y) % of data. For e.g., '80/20' means that 80% of all access goes to the 20% of data, while the 20% of all access goes to the 80% of data. 
Crash Recovery
In this part of the experiments, the crash recovery time for different numbers of log records lost in a system crash was measured. As the mounting of a dirty file system under the proposed method needed to scan not only shadow pages in the most recent consistent check region, but also the spare areas of pages that were updated since the committing of the check region. The values of BS varied from 500 to 4,000. Because the shadow pages held in the blocks of memory were not committed onto flash memory when a system crash occurred, we assume that the number of the lost log records was BS during a system crash. Table 4 shows the crash recovery time in mounting a dirty file system under different numbers of lost log records. This was consistent with the expectation that a larger value for BS implies a longer recovery time, because more log records are lost during a system crash. The crash recovery time was linearly proportional to the value of BS. In comparison, it took roughly 13,096ms for the original flash file systems to mount a dirty file system for the same set of experiments. The proposed method was shown to be quite superior in crash recovery because the number of spare areas scanned during a recovery was effectively reduced. 1578  1000  2025  1500  2300  2000  2545  2500  2964  3000  3123  3500  3610  4000 3879
